Compressed exponential relaxation in liquid silicon: universal feature of the crossover from ballistic to diffusive behavior in single-particle dynamics.
We report a first-principles molecular-dynamics study of the relaxation dynamics in liquid silicon (l-Si) over a wide temperature range (1000-2200 K). We find that the intermediate scattering function for l-Si exhibits a compressed exponential decay above 1200 K including the supercooled regime, which is in stark contrast to that for normal "dense" liquids which typically show stretched exponential decay in the supercooled regime. The coexistence of particles having ballistic-like motion and those having diffusive-like motion is demonstrated, which accounts for the compressed exponential decay in l-Si. An attempt to elucidate the crossover from the ballistic to the diffusive regime in the "time-dependent" diffusion coefficient is made and the temperature-independent universal feature of the crossover is disclosed.